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Research and Markets: Global Market Review of Car Sales - Forecasts to 2009

(PRWEB) March 21, 2005 -- Research and Markets (http://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/c14177) has
announced the addition of Global Market Review of Car Sales - Forecasts to 2009, 4th edition to their offering.

This is the 4th edition of the ever-popular global car sales report, which continues to grow year on year and
now has over 150 pages and more data and analysis than ever.

It contains the following data:
-Incremental annual (point) sales volume growth over 2003 base, by major region 2004 and 2009
-Summary of world car sales, 1997-2009
-World: Economic Growth, 1997-2009, Real Growth GDP
-World: Consumer Price Inflation, 1997-2009, Consumer Prices
-The Â�Big FiveÂ� emerging markets 2004
-Global car sales by main manufacturing groups - 2004 and 2009
-Western Europe: key economic statistics, 1997-2009
-West European car sales, quarterly trend 2002-2004
-Western Europe: registrations of new passenger cars by country, 1997-2002
-Western Europe: registrations of new passenger cars by country, 2003-2009
-Passenger cars in use by country, 1995 and 2002
-Western Europe: new registrations and parc of passenger cars, 1997-2003
-Western Europe: new registrations and parc of passenger cars, 2003-2009
-Germany: sales by marque, 2000-2003
-UK Market Â� Top ten selling models - 2003
-UK: sales by marque, 2000-2003
-Italy: sales by marque, 2000-2003
-France: sales by marque, 2000-2003
-Western Europe: passenger vehicle market segmentation, 2002
-Western Europe: passenger vehicle body type estimates, 2002
-Western Europe: new registrations of passenger cars by group, 1997-2002
-Western Europe: new registrations of passenger cars by group, 2003-2009
-European volume OEMs' major product introductions by segment- 2004
-European volume OEMs' major product introductions by segment- 2005
-European volume OEMs' major product introductions by segment- 2006
-USA: key economic statistics, 1997-2009
-USA: new sales of light vehicles and car/truck shares, 1997-2002
-USA: new sales of light vehicles and car/truck shares, 2003-2009
-USA: new sales of light vehicles by group, 1997-2002
-USA: new sales of light vehicles by group, 2003-2009
-Canadian light vehicle sales by marque - 2000-2003
-Mexico: light vehicle sales by marque - 2001-2003
-Canada and Mexico: new sales of passenger cars, 1997-2009
-Japan: key economic statistics, 1997-2009
-Japan: new registrations and parc of passenger cars, 1997-2008
-Passenger car sales in Japan by type, 2001-03
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-Japan: new registrations of passenger cars by manufacturer, 1997-2002
-Japan: new registrations of passenger cars by manufacturer, 2003-2009
-China car sales by model, 2002 and 2003
-India - Economic indicators 2001-2005
-India: Light vehicle sales by model, 2001-2003
-India: Light vehicle sales by model, 2001-2003

plus
-Oil price takes off outside OPEC price band in 2004
-US economic growth and the oil price: evidence of some causal relationship
-Wealth and car density
-West European car market 1997-2009
-New registrations of passenger cars in Japan - 1970-2009

This report offers an assessment of world car markets to 2009. It has been distilled via tried and tested demand
analysis techniques, a healthy dose of industry intelligence and economic projections based on the latest
forecasts published by the IMF.Historical car sales data has been obtained from government departments, trade
associations and Industry sources around the world.

Light truck data in the North American passenger vehicle numbers has also been included, as these vehicles are
overwhelmingly marketed and used as passenger vehicles (and would, for example, be considered as cars and
recorded as such in car market statistics in Western Europe).

Throughout the report, data up to and including the year 2003 is actual data unless otherwise stated. Subsequent
years are forecasts.

Contents include:
- Global economic outlook
- Global car market dynamics - an overview
- The manufacturers
- Western Europe
- North America
- Japan
- Asia-Pacific
- South America
- Central and Eastern Europe
- Africa and the Middle East

For more information visit http://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/c14177

Laura Wood
Senior Manager
Research and Markets
press@researchandmarkets.com
Fax: +353 1 4100 980
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Contact Information
Laura Wood
RESEARCH AND MARKETS
0035314151255

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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